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Letter of the Week 

 
Number of the Week 

 
Sign of the Week - Family 

 
Please see suggested home learning activities below. These activities are only guidance, please feel free to be creative!  

Area of Learning Three Little Pigs Sensory Story (last week) – Please find details below. 
Letter of the week 

• How many ways can you make/write the letter E?  

• Can you find the letter E or words with the letter E whilst sharing a story? 

• Can you find different words or objects that begin with the letter E? 

Communication, Language 
and Literacy 

 

Mathematics 

Number of the week 

• How many ways can you make the number 6? 

• When out on your walk, can you spot the number 6? Where did you see it? 
Oak National Academy Bucket – Shape: https://www.thenational.academy/specialist/numeracy/2d-shape-specialist-wk3-1 
Explore capacity 

• When playing with water/making a drink or helping with the cooking – what is full/nearly full/half full/ empty and nearly empty? 

Personal, Social and 
Emotional Development 

Stay in touch: Look at pictures and discuss loved ones, friends, family and talk about them. Could you video call them? Write them a 
letter/email?  
Oak National Academy – Who is important to me?/Family Tree: https://www.thenational.academy/specialist/communication-and-
language/all-about-me-who-is-important-to-me-specialist-wk3-3#slide-2 
Oak National Academy – Setting the Table (Independence): https://www.thenational.academy/specialist/independent-living/setting-the-
table-specialist-wk3-1 

 

This is Tom’s dog, Freddie. This week’s challenge is to take a photo or make a drawing of your pet. If you don’t 

have one yourself, perhaps you could find an animal on your walk! 

Don’t forget to email them to Tom on  purple@ridgeway.surrey.sch.uk as soon as you can.  

https://www.thenational.academy/specialist/numeracy/2d-shape-specialist-wk3-1
https://www.thenational.academy/specialist/communication-and-language/all-about-me-who-is-important-to-me-specialist-wk3-3#slide-2
https://www.thenational.academy/specialist/communication-and-language/all-about-me-who-is-important-to-me-specialist-wk3-3#slide-2
https://www.thenational.academy/specialist/independent-living/setting-the-table-specialist-wk3-1
https://www.thenational.academy/specialist/independent-living/setting-the-table-specialist-wk3-1
mailto:purple@ridgeway.surrey.sch.uk
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Other ideas: 

 Dinosaur Handprint 

  

 

 

 

 Baking soda and 

 vinegar Dino 

 Volcano! 

  

 

Understanding the World 

Dinosaur Roar – Sharing of Makaton signed story:  https://singinghands.co.uk/makaton-signed-story/dinosaur-roar-signed-story/  

• Explore different dinosaurs through hand-painting, archaeological dig or small world play with a baking soda and vinegar volcano! 
Online Safety: Explore the story of “Buddy the Dog” and remind the children of the “stop and tell” rule. Once you have done this you may 
want to create a “digital footprint” and discuss all of the apps your child accesses online – we find it useful to reflect on and ensure that 
safety features are appropriate. If you want any support in this, please let me know. https://www.twinkl.co.uk/resource/t-t-29363-buddy-
the-dogs-internet-safety-story-powerpoint 

Expressive Arts and Design 

Family Portraits: Use a laminating sheet or stretched cling film to create a “glass window”, a family member sits one side of the window 
and the child can then try to copy/trace their faces. 
Construction: Use lollipop sticks or sugar cubes to recreate your house or a place that is important to your child. 
Oak National Academy Listening Lesson: https://www.thenational.academy/specialist/creative-arts/drums-and-percussion-listening-and-
exploring-specialist-wk3-2#slide-1 

Physical Development 
Access to hundreds of free interactive videos. These videos include mindfulness activities, dances and other activities to stay active. 
https://family.gonoodle.com/ 

https://singinghands.co.uk/makaton-signed-story/dinosaur-roar-signed-story/
https://www.twinkl.co.uk/resource/t-t-29363-buddy-the-dogs-internet-safety-story-powerpoint
https://www.twinkl.co.uk/resource/t-t-29363-buddy-the-dogs-internet-safety-story-powerpoint
https://www.thenational.academy/specialist/creative-arts/drums-and-percussion-listening-and-exploring-specialist-wk3-2#slide-1
https://www.thenational.academy/specialist/creative-arts/drums-and-percussion-listening-and-exploring-specialist-wk3-2#slide-1
https://family.gonoodle.com/
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The Three Little Pigs – Sensory Story 

Text  Prop  Action  

This is the story of three little pigs 
 
They left home so they needed new 
digs 
  

Makaton sign for Pig 
 
 
 
Make a pig squeal noise 
 
 
 
 
Pig noise sound effect (this can be 
recorded on a BIGmack, Talking Tile 
and played through a phone, iPad, 
Dictaphone) 
 

To sign ‘Pig’ using Makaton, make a small fist, raise it 
to your nose then make a small circular movement at 
the tip of your nose.  
 
To make a pig squeal noise breathe in, tighten the 
throat sucking in air whilst saying a raspy ‘ee’  
 
Can the listener imitate the sound? 
 
Play the sound recording of a pig.  
 
Can the listener communicate a request to listen to 
the sound ‘again’? 
 
Can the listener activate the device independently? 
 
 

The first pig built a house made of 
straw  
 
With a bright yellow roof and a 
thatched front door  

Straw 
Hay 
Dried grass 
  

Use the sense of touch to explore the coarse feel of 
the straw/hay/dried grass.  
 
Use smell of smell to explore the tangy, fruity, fresh 
smell of the straw/hay/dried grass. 
 
‘Sprinkle’ it from above using your fingers and thumb, 
observe how light it is as it slowly floats down. 
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Along came the wolf with his long 
pointy jaw 
 
 
He knocked at  
the door with his fat furry paw  
  

Makaton sign for wolf 
 
 
 
Wooden blocks 

To sign wolf using Makaton, make a ‘snout’ shape by 
pulling your hand away from your nose as you close 
the fingers and thumb together.  
 
Tap the wooden blocks together quickly four times or 
knock on the table.  
 
Can the listener copy the action?  
 

He huffed and he puffed, with a 
growl and a frown  
 
The house made of straw came 
tumbling down 
 

Tissue paper 
Feathers 
Blowing bubbles 
Party blowers Harmonica 
 
 
Straw, hay or dried grass 
Drinking straw 
 
Battery operated hand fan 
Hand-pressure mini fan 
Folding Fan* 
 
*make a  fan by folding card or paper 

 
 
Balloon pump*  
Balloon 
  

Explore the action of blowing using the various props. 
 
 
 
 
 
Explore the cause and effect of the straw, hay or 
dried grass moving as the listener blows air through 
the drinking straw. 
 
Can the listener activate the fans to ‘blow’ the straw 
across the table or lap tray? 
 
Use a balloon pump to blow up a balloon, release it 
for the listener to track. 
 
Gently direct the air flow from the balloon pump at 
the listener’s hands/feet/hair/face   for them to feel 
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* Alternative activity if the listener is unable 

to blow 
 

the air focusing on anticipation skills and the 
burst/pause action 
 

The second pig built a house of 
sticks  
To keep that pesky wolf from his 
tricks 

Twigs 
Sticks 
 
 
 
 
Twiglets 
Breadsticks 
Cinnamon sticks 

Use the sense of touch to explore the properties of 
the slender twigs and sticks.   
Do they bend or snap? Are they smooth or rugged? 
Are they forked or straight?  
Smell their earthiness. 
 
Using the sense of smell and taste, explore the 
twiglets/breadsticks/ 
cinnamon sticks 
 

Along came the wolf who was 
licking his lips  
 
He scratched at the sticks with his 
sharp fingertips 
 

‘Howling wolf’ sound effect  
  
  
  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Torch  

Play the recording of the ‘howling wolf’ sound effect.  
 
Can the listener communicate a request to listen to 

the sound ‘again’? 
 
Can the listener activate the device independently? 
 
 
Make your own wolf howl sound effect by opening 
your mouth wide to say ‘ay’ then pursing your lips to 
say a high pitched ‘ooooh’  
 
Can the listener imitate the noise? 
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Triangle stickers  
 
 

Cut out small paper triangles to resemble teeth. Stick 
the triangles around the head of the torch. 
Shine the torch onto a wall to cast a shadow. 
 
 

He huffed and he puffed, with a 

growl and a frown 

 

The house made of sticks came 

tumbling down 

 

Light, thin twigs 
Sticks 
Drinking straw 

 
  
Battery operated hand fan 
Hand-pressure mini fan 
Balloon pump 
Folding Fan* 
 
*make a fan by folding card or paper 

  

Explore the cause and effect of the sticks moving as 
the listener blows through the drinking straw.  
 
Can the listener activate the fans and balloon pump 
to blow the twigs/sticks across the table or lap tray? 
 
   
 

The third pig built a house made of 
bricks 
 
As they were much stronger than 
straw or sticks 

Makaton sign for bricks 
 
 
Lego bricks 
Duplo 
 
 
 
 
 
 

To sign bricks in Makaton, make two fists, and in an 
upward motion place one fist on top of the other four 
times as if stacking. 
 
Gently tap the bricks together for the listener to hear. 
Explore their properties, the solid shape, feel the 
edges and corners.  
 
Can the listener use their fine motor skills to stack the 
bricks to build a tower? 
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Along came the wolf.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
He huffed and he puffed, and he 
huffed and he puffed  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
...until he gave up as he knew he 
was stuffed! 

‘Howling wolf’ sound effect 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Balloon 
Balloon pump 
 
 
 
Lego bricks 
Duplo 
Battery operated hand fan 
Hand-pressure mini fan 
Balloon pump 
Folding Fan* 
 
*make a fan by folding card or paper 

 
 
 
  
 

Play the recording of the ‘howling wolf’ sound effect.  
 
Can the listener communicate a request to listen to 
the sound ‘again’? 
 
Can the listener activate the device independently? 
 
 
Make your own wolf howl sound effect by using a 
high-pitched voice to say ‘ay...ooooh’ 
 
Can the listener imitate the noise? 
 
 
Blow up the balloon using your breath or the balloon 
pump on cue with each ‘huff’ and ‘puff’  
 
 
 
Can the listener copy this action independently and 
on cue? 
 
Can the listener use the fans and the balloon pump to 
blow down the tower of bricks? 
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‘Let me in’ said the wolf, ‘I just want 
to be friends’ and this is how our 
story ends! 
 

 Present all the props used in the story for the listener 
to freely explore. 
 
Take a note of their preferences/likes/dislikes. 
 
Continue with the extension activities. 
 
If you prefer to end the story session, encourage the 
listener to tidy the props in the box. 
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Suggested Extension Activities  

• Develop comprehension skills working with the listener on re-telling the story sequencing the props into the correct order. If presented a prop can they 

identify the prop that follows next in the story? (Link to communication & language.)  
• Develop the listener’s communication skills though talking and listening encouraging them to verbally retell the story. Can the listener develop the 

story? (what happens next?) Can the listener relate experiences in the story to events in their own lives? Can they start to make up their own stories 

from experience or imagination? (Link to communication & language)  

• Demonstrate self-expression re-telling the story through a piece of artwork. (Link to expressive art and design.) 

• Can the listener retell the story demonstrating self-expression through drama, role play or dance? (Link to expressive art and design.) 

• Explore a letter ‘P’ sensory bag. Place objects beginning with the letter ‘P’ in a bag. (E.g. peas (dried), pasta, poppy seeds, pumpkin seeds, popcorn, 

pear, pop tart, pitta bread, pineapple, parsley.) The listener pulls out one item at a time and using their sense of touch, smell and taste try to describe 

and identify the item. 

• Letter ‘P’ items sensory bag. Place items beginning with the letter ‘P’ into a bag for the listener to guess what they are by the feel of them (e.g. pumps, 

pearls, pots, pencil, pen, paper, paper plate.) 

• Explore construction make a den using cardboard boxes (Link to math & physical development.)   

• Take your learning experience outdoors. Collect straw, hay, dried, grasses, twigs and sticks. Explore their properties. Can you build a small house with 

them?  (Link to understanding the world.) 

  

 

 


